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LOOSE HAMILTONIAN CYCLES FORCED BY LARGE
pk  2q-DEGREE
– SHARP VERSION –
JOSEFRAN DE OLIVEIRA BASTOS, GUILHERME OLIVEIRA MOTA,
MATHIAS SCHACHT, JAKOB SCHNITZER, AND FABIAN SCHULENBURG
Abstract. We prove for all k ¥ 4 and 1 ¤ `   k{2 the sharp minimum
pk  2q-degree bound for a k-uniform hypergraph H on n vertices to
contain a Hamiltonian `-cycle if k ` divides n and n is sufficiently large.
This extends a result of Han and Zhao for 3-uniform hypegraphs.
1. Introduction
Given k ¥ 2, a k-uniform hypergraph H is a pair pV,Eq with vertex set V
and edge set E  V pkq, where V pkq denotes the set of all k-element subsets
of V . Given a k-uniform hypergraph H  pV,Eq and a subset S P V psq,
we denote by dpSq the number of edges in E containing S and we denote
by NpSq the pk  sq-element sets T P V pksq such that T Y S P E, so
dpSq  |NpSq|. The minimum s-degree of H is denoted by δspHq and it is
defined as the minimum of dpSq over all sets S P V psq. We denote by the
size of a hypergraph the number of its edges.
We say that a k-uniform hypergraph C is an `-cycle if there exists a cyclic
ordering of its vertices such that every edge of C is composed of k consecutive
vertices, two (vertex-wise) consecutive edges share exactly ` vertices, and
every vertex is contained in an edge. Moreover, if the ordering is not cyclic,
then C is an `-path and we say that the first and last ` vertices are the ends
of the path. The problem of finding minimum degree conditions that ensure
the existence of Hamiltonian cycles, i.e. cycles that contain all vertices of
a given hypergraph, has been extensively studied over the last years (see,
e.g., the surveys [11, 14]). Katona and Kierstead [7] started the study of
this problem, posing a conjecture that was confirmed by Ro¨dl, Rucin´ski,
and Szemere´di [12,13], who proved the following result: For every k ¥ 3, if
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H is a k-uniform n-vertex hypergraph with δk1pHq ¥ p1{2  op1qqn, then
H contains a Hamiltonian pk  1q-cycle. Ku¨hn and Osthus proved that
3-uniform hypergraphs H with δ2pHq ¥ p1{4  op1qqn contain a Hamiltonian
1-cycle [10], and Ha`n and Schacht [4] (see also [8]) generalized this result to
arbitrary k and `-cycles with 1 ¤ `   k{2. In [9], Ku¨hn, Mycroft, and Osthus
generalized this result to 1 ¤ `   k, settling the problem of the existence of
Hamiltonian `-cycles in k-uniform hypergraphs with large minimum pk  1q-
degree. In Theorem 1 below (see [1, 2]) we have minimum pk  2q-degree
conditions that ensure the existence of Hamiltonian `-cycles for 1 ¤ `   k{2.
Theorem 1. For all integers k ¥ 3 and 1 ¤ `   k{2 and every γ ¡ 0
there exists an n0 such that every k-uniform hypergraph H  pV,Eq on
|V |  n ¥ n0 vertices with n P pk  `qN and
δk2pHq ¥

4pk  `q  1
4pk  `q2   γ


n
2


contains a Hamiltonian `-cycle. 
The minimum degree condition in Theorem 1 is asymptotically optimal as
the following well-known example confirms. The construction of the example
varies slightly depending on whether n is an odd or an even multiple of k `.
We first consider the case that n  p2m   1qpk  `q for some integer m.
Let Xk,`pnq  pV,Eq be a k-uniform hypergraph on n vertices such that
an edge belongs to E if and only if it contains at least one vertex from
A  V , where |A|  tn{p2pk  `qqu. It is easy to see that Xk,`pnq contains
no Hamiltonian `-cycle, as it would have to contain n{pk  `q edges and
each vertex in A is contained in at most two of them. Indeed any maximal
`-cycle includes all but k  ` vertices and adding any additional edge to the
hypergraph would imply a Hamiltonian `-cycle. Let us now consider the case
that n  2mpk  `q for some integer m. Similarly, let Xk,`pnq  pV,Eq be a
k-uniform hypergraph on n vertices that contains all edges incident to A  V ,
where |A|  n2pk`q  1. Additionally, fix some `  1 vertices of B  V rA
and let Xk,`pnq contain all edges on B that contain all of these vertices, i.e.,
an p`   1q-star. Again, of the n{pk  `q edges that a Hamiltonian `-cycle
would have to contain, at most nk`  2 can be incident to A. So two edges
would have to be completely contained in B and be disjoint or intersect in
exactly ` vertices, which is impossible since the induced subhypergraph on B
only contains an p`  1q-star. Note that for the minimum pk  2q-degree the
p`  1q-star on B is only relevant if `  1, in which case this star increases
the minimum pk  2q-degree by one.
In [6], Han and Zhao proved the exact version of Theorem 1 when k  3,
i.e., they obtained a sharp bound for δ1pHq. We extend this result to
k-uniform hypergraphs.
Theorem 2 (Main Result). For all integers k ¥ 4 and 1 ¤ `   k{2 there
exists n0 such that every k-uniform hypergraph H  pV,Eq on |V |  n ¥ n0
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vertices with n P pk  `qN and
(1) δk2pHq ¡ δk2pXk,`pnqq
contains a Hamiltonian `-cycle. In particular, if
δk2pHq ¥ 4pk  `q  14pk  `q2

n
2


,
then H contains a Hamiltonian `-cycle.
The following notion of extremality is motivated by the k-uniform hy-
pergraph Xk,`pnq. A k-uniform hypergraph H  pV,Eq is called p`, ξq-
extremal if there exists a partition V  AY B such that |A| 
Q
n
2pk`q  1
U
,
|B| 
Y
2pk`q1
2pk`q n  1
]
, and epBq  |E X Bpkq| ¤ ξ nk. We say that A Y B
is an p`, ξq-extremal partition of V . Theorem 2 follows easily from the next
two results, the so-called extremal case (see Theorem 4 below) and the
nonextremal case (see Theorem 3).
Theorem 3 (Nonextremal case). For any 0   ξ   1 and all integers k ¥ 4
and 1 ¤ `   k{2, there exists γ ¡ 0 such that the following holds for
sufficiently large n. Suppose H is a k-uniform hypergraph on n vertices with
n P pk  `qN such that H is not p`, ξq-extremal and
δk2pHq ¥

4pk  `q  1
4pk  `q2  γ


n
2


.
Then H contains a Hamiltonian `-cycle. 
The nonextremal case was the main result of [1].
Theorem 4 (Extremal case). For any integers k ¥ 3 and 1 ¤ `   k{2, there
exists ξ ¡ 0 such that the following holds for sufficiently large n. Suppose
H is a k-uniform hypergraph on n vertices with n P pk  `qN such that H is
p`, ξq-extremal and
δk2pHq ¡ δk2pXk,`q.
Then H contains a Hamiltonian `-cycle.
In Section 2 we give an overview of the proof of Theorem 4 and state
Lemma 5, the main result required for the proof. In Section 3 we first prove
some auxiliary lemmas and then we prove Lemma 5.
2. Overview
Let H  pV,Eq be a k-uniform hypergraph and let X,Y  V be disjoint
subsets. Given a vertex set L  V we denote by dpL,XpiqY pjqq the number
of edges of the form LY I Y J , where I P Xpiq, J P Y pjq, and |L|   i  j  k.
We allow for Y pjq to be omitted when j is zero and write dpv,XpiqY pjqq for
dptvu, XpiqY pjqq.
The proof of Theorem 4 follows ideas from [5], where a corresponding
result with a pk  1q-degree condition is proved. Let H  pV,Eq be an
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extremal hypergraph satisfying (1). We first construct an `-path Q in H
(see Lemma 5 below) with ends L0 and L1 such that there is a partition
A Y B of pV rQq Y L0 Y L1 composed only of “typical” vertices (see (ii )
and (iii ) below). The set A YB is suitable for an application of Lemma 6
below, which ensures the existence of an `-path Q1 on A Y B with L0
and L1 as ends. Note that the existence of a Hamiltonian `-cycle in H is
guaranteed by Q and Q1. So, in order to prove Theorem 4, we only need to
prove the following lemma.
Lemma 5 (Main lemma). For any % ¡ 0 and all integers k ¥ 3 and
1 ¤ `   k{2, there exists a positive ξ such that the following holds for
sufficiently large n P pk `qN. Suppose that H  pV,Eq is an p`, ξq-extremal
k-uniform hypergraph on n vertices and
δk2pHq ¡ δk2pXk,`pnqq.
Then there exists a nonempty `-path Q in H with ends L0 and L1 and a
partition A Y B  pV r Qq Y L0 Y L1 where L0, L1  B such that the
following hold:
(i ) |B|  p2k  2` 1q|A|   `,
(ii ) dpv,Bpk1q q ¥ p1 %q
 
|B|
k1

for any vertex v P A,
(iii ) dpv,Ap1q Bpk2q q ¥ p1 %q|A|
 
|B|
k2

for any vertex v P B,
(iv ) dpL0, Ap1q Bpk`1q q, dpL1, Ap1q Bpk`1q q ¥ p1 %q|A|
 
|B|
k`1

.
The next result, which we will use to conclude the proof of Theorem 4,
was obtained by Han and Zhao (see [5, Lemma 3.10]).
Lemma 6. For any integers k ¥ 3 and 1 ¤ `   k{2 there exists % ¡ 0 such
that the following holds. If H is a sufficiently large k-uniform hypergraph with
a partition V pHq  A Y B and there exist two disjoint `-sets L0, L1  B
such that (i )–(iv ) hold, then H contains a Hamiltonian `-path Q1 with L0
and L1 as ends. 
3. Proof of the Main Lemma
We will start this section by describing the setup for the proof, which will
be fixed for the rest of the paper. Then we will prove some auxiliary lemmas
and finally prove Lemma 5. Let % ¡ 0 and integers k ¥ 3 and 1 ¤ `   k{2
be given. Fix constants
1
k
,
1
`
, % " δ " ε " ε1 " ϑ " ξ.
Let n P pk`qN be sufficiently large and letH be an p`, ξq-extremal k-uniform
hypergraph on n vertices that satisfies the pk  2q-degree condition
δk2pHq ¡ δk2pXk,`pnqq.
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Let AY B  V pHq be a minimal extremal partition of V pHq, i.e. a partition
satisfying
(2) a  |A| 
R
n
2pk  `q
V
 1, b  |B|  n a, and epBq ¤ ξ

n
k


,
which minimizes epBq. Recall that the extremal example Xk,`pnq implies
(3) δk2pHq ¡

a
2


  apb k   2q.
Since epBq ¤ ξ nk, we expect most vertices v P B to have low degree
dpv,Bpk1qq into B. Also, most v P A must have high degree dpv,Bpk1qq
into B such that the degree condition for pk  2q-sets in B can be satisfied.
Thus, we define the sets Aε and Bε to consist of vertices of high respectively
low degree into B by
Aε 
"
v P V : dpv,Bpk1qq ¥ p1 εq
 |B|
k  1

*
,
Bε 
"
v P V : dpv,Bpk1qq ¤ ε
 |B|
k  1

*
,
and set Vε  V rpAεYBεq. We will write aε  |Aε|, bε  |Bε|, and vε  |Vε|.
It follows from these definitions that
(4) if AXBε  ∅, then B  Bε,while otherwise A  Aε.
For the first inclusion, consider a vertex v P AXBε and a vertex w P BrBε.
Exchanging v and w would create a minimal partition with fewer edges in
epBq, a contradiction to the minimality of the extremal partition. The other
inclusion is similarly implied by the minimality.
Actually, as we shall show below, the sets Aε and Bε are not too different
from A and B respectively:
(5) |ArAε|, |B rBε|, |Aε rA|, |Bε rB| ¤ ϑb, and |Vε| ¤ 2ϑb.
Note that by the minimum pk  2q-degree
a
2


b
k  2


  a

b
k  1


pk  1q  

b
k  2


δk2pHq ¤
¸
SPBpk2q
dpSq.
Every vertex v P |ArAε| satisfies dpv,Bpk1qq   p1 εq
 
b
k1

, so we have
¸
SPBpk2q
dpSq ¤

a
2


b
k  2


  a

b
k  1


pk  1q
  epBq

k
2


 |ArAε|ε

b
k  1


pk  1q.
Consequently |ArAε| ¤ ϑb, as epBq   ξ
 
n
k

and ξ ! ϑ, ε.
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Moreover, |B r Bε| ¤ ϑb holds as a high number of vertices in B r Bε
would contradict epBq   ξ bk. The other three inequalities (5) follow from
the already shown ones, for example for |Aε rA|   ϑb observe that
Aε rA  Aε XB  B rBε.
Although the vertices in Bε were defined by their low degree into B, they
also have low degree into the set Bε itself; for any v P Bε we get
dpv,Bpk1qε q ¤ dpv,Bpk1qq   |Bε rB|
|Bε|  1
k  2


¤ ε

b
k  1


  ϑb|Bε|k1
  2ε
 |Bε|
k  1


.
Since we are interested in `-paths, the degree of `-tuples in Bε will be of
interest, which motivates the following definition. An `-set L  Bε is called
ε-typical if
dpL,Bpk`qq ¤ ε
 |B|
k  `


.
If L is not ε-typical, then it is called ε-atypical. Indeed, most `-sets in Bε
are ε-typical; denote by x the number of ε-atypical sets in Bε. We have
(6)
x  ε  |B|k` 
k
`
 ¤ epB YBεq ¤ ξ

n
k


  ϑ|B|k, implying x ¤ ε1
|Bε|
`


.
Lemma 7. The following holds for any Bpmqε -set M if m ¤ k  2.
dpM,Ap1qε Bpkm1qε q  
k m
2 dpM,B
pkmq
ε q ¥ p1 δq |Aε|
 |Bε| m
k m 1


.
In particular, the following holds for any ε-typical Bp`q-set L.
dpL,Ap1qε Bpk`1qε q ¥ p1 2δq|Aε|
 |Bε|  `
k  ` 1


.
In the proof of the main lemma we will connect two ε-typical sets only
using vertices that are unused so far. Even more, we want to connect two
ε-typical sets using exactly one vertex from A. The following corollary of
Lemma 7 allows us to do this.
Corollary 8. Let L and L1 be two disjoint ε-typical sets in Bε and U  V
with |U | ¤ εn. Then the following holds.
(a ) There exists an `-path disjoint from U of size two with ends L and
L1 that contains exactly one vertex from Aε.
(b ) There exist a P Aε r U and a set pk  `  1q-set C  Bε r U such
that LY aY C is an edge in H and every `-subset of C is ε-typical.
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Proof of Corollary 8. For (a ), the second part of Lemma 7 for L and L1
implies that they both extend to an edge with at least p1 2δq|Aε|
 
|Bε|`
k`1

sets in Ap1qε Bpk`1qε . Only few of those intersect U and by an averaging
argument we obtain two sets C,C 1 P Ap1qε Bpk`1qε such that |CXC 1|  ` and
LYC as well as L1YC 1 are edges in H, which yields the required `-path. In
view of (6), (b ) is a trivial consequence of the second part of Lemma 7. 
Proof of Lemma 7. Let m ¤ k  2 and let M P Bpmqε be an m-set. We will
make use of the following sum over all pk  2q-sets D  Bε that contain M .¸
MDBε
|D|k2
dpDq 
¸
MDBε
|D|k2

dpD,Ap1qε Bp1qε q   dpD, pAε Y Vεqp2qq
  dpD,Bp2qε q   dpD,V p1qε Bp1qε q
	(7)
Note that we can relate the sums
°
dpD,Ap1qε Bp1qε q and
°
dpD,Bp2qε q in (7)
to the terms in question as follows.
dpM,Ap1qε Bpkm1qε q 
1
k m 1
¸
MDBε
|D|k2
dpD,Ap1qε Bp1qε q,
dpM,Bpkmqε q 
1 
km
2
 ¸
MDBε
|D|k2
dpD,Bp2qε q.
(8)
We will bound some of the terms on the right-hand side of (7). It directly fol-
lows from (5) that dpD, pAε Y Vεqp2qq ¤
 
a 3ϑb
2

; moreover, dpD,V p1qε Bp1qε q ¤
2ϑbbε. Using the minimum pk  2q-degree condition (3) we obtain¸
MDBε
|D|k2
dpDq ¡

bε m
k m 2


a
2


  apb k   2q


.
Combining these estimates with (7) and (8) yields
dpM,Ap1qε Bpkm1qε q  
k m
2 dpM,B
pkmq
ε q
¥ 1
k m 1

bε m
k m 2


a
2


  apb k   2q 

a  3ϑb
2


 2ϑbbε


¥ p1 δq aε

bε m
k m 1


.
For the second part of the lemma, note that the definition of ε-typicality
and ε ! δ imply that ppk  `q{2qdpL,Bpk`qε q is smaller than δaε
 
bε`
k`1

for
any ε-typical `-set L, which concludes the proof. 
For Lemma 5, we want to construct an `-path Q, such that Vε  V pQq and
the remaining sets Aε rQ and Bε rQ have the right relative proportion of
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vertices, i.e., their sizes are in a ratio of one to p2k 2` 1q. If |AXBε| ¡ 0,
then B  Bε (see (4)) and so Q should cover Vε and contain the right number
of vertices from Bε. For this, we have to find suitable edges inside Bε, which
the following lemma ensures.
Lemma 9. Suppose that q  |AXBε| ¡ 0. Then there exist 2q   2 disjoint
paths of size three, each of which contains exactly one vertex from Aε and
has two ε-typical sets as its ends.
Proof. We say that an p` 1q-set M  Bε is good if it is a subset of at least
p1?ε1qbε ε-typical sets, otherwise we say that the set is bad. We will first
show that there are 2q   2 edges in Bε, each containing one ε-typical and
one good p` 1q-set. Then we will connect pairs of these edges to `-paths of
size three.
Suppose that q  |A X Bε| ¡ 0. So B  Bε by (4) and consequently
|Bε|  |B|   q and q ¤ ϑ|B|. It is not hard to see from (6) that at most a?
ε1 fraction of the p` 1q-sets in Bpl1qε are bad. Hence, at least
1

k  2
`


ε1 

k  2
` 1

?
ε1


b
k  2


pk  2q-sets in Bε contain no ε-atypical or bad subset. Let B  Bpkqε be the
set of edges inside Bε that contain such a pk  2q-set. For all M P Bpk2qε ,
by the minimum degree condition, we have dpM,Bp2qε q ¥ qpb k   2q  
 
q
2

and, with the above, we have
|B| ¥

1

k  2
`


ε1 

k  2
` 1

?
ε1


b
k  2


qpb k   2q 
k
2



1

k  2
`


ε1 

k  2
` 1

?
ε1


b
k  1


2q
k
¥ q
k

b
k  1


.
On the other hand, for any v P Bε we have dpv,Bpk1qε q   2ε
 
bε
k1

which
implies that any edge in B intersects at most 2kε  bεk1 other edges in B. So,
in view of ε ! 1{k we may pick a set B1 of 2q   2 disjoint edges in B.
We will connect each of the edges in B1 to an ε-typical set. Assume we
have picked the first i 1 desired `-paths, say P1, . . . ,Pi1, and denote by
U the set of vertices contained in one of the paths or one of the edges in B1.
For the rest of this proof, when we pick vertices and edges, they shall always
be disjoint from U and everything chosen before. Let e be an edge in B1 we
have not considered yet and pick an arbitrary ε-typical set L1  Bε r U .
We will first handle the cases that 2`  1   k or that `  1, k  3. In the
first case, a pk  2q-set that contains no ε-atypical set already contains two
disjoint ε-typical sets. In the second case, an `-set tvu is ε-typical for any
vertex v in Bε by the definition of ε-typicality. Hence in both cases e contains
two disjoint ε-typical sets, say L0 and L1. We can use Corollary 8 (a ), as
|U | ¤ 6kq, to connect L1 to L1 and obtain an `-path Pi of size three that
contains one vertex in Aε and has ε-typical ends L0 and L1.
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So now assume that 2`   1  k and k ¡ 3, in particular k  2  2`  1
and we may split the pk  2q-set considered in the definition of B into an
ε-typical `-set L and a good p` 1q-set G. Moreover, let w P er pLYGq be
one of the remaining two vertices and set N  GY w.
First assume that dpN,Ap1qε Bp`qε q ¥ pδ{3qaε
 
bε
`

. As ϑ ! δ, at most
pδ{3qaε
 
b
`

sets in Ap1qε Bp`qε intersect U . So it follows from Lemma 7 that there
exist Ap1qε Bp`qε -sets C, C 1 such that N YC and L1YC 1 are edges, |CXC 1|  `
and |C X C 1 XAε|  1.
Now assume that dpN,Ap1qε Bp`qε q   pδ{3qaε
 
bε
`

. As the good set G forms
an ε-typical set with most vertices in Bε, there exists v P Bε r U such that
dpN Y tvu, Ap1qε Bp`1qε q   δaε

bε
` 1


and GY tvu is an ε-typical set. Lemma 7 implies that
dpN Y tvu, Bp`qε q ¥
2
`

p1 δqaε

bε  p`  1q
` 1


 δaε

bε
` 1



¥ 2
`

1
2  2δ


aε

bε
` 1


¥ δ

bε
`


.
So there exists an ε-typical `-set L  pBε r Uq such that N Y L Y tvu is
an edge in H. Use Lemma 8 (a ) to connect L to L1 and obtain an `-path Pi
of size three that contains one vertex in Aε and has ε-typical ends GY tvu
and L1. 
If the hypergraph we consider is very close to the extremal example then
Lemma 9 does not apply and we will need the following lemma.
Lemma 10. Suppose that B  Bε. If n is an odd multiple of k  ` then
there exists a single edge on Bε containing two ε-typical `-sets. If n is an
even multiple of k  ` then there either exist two disjoint edges on Bε each
containing two ε-typical `-sets or an `-path of size two with ε-typical ends.
Proof. For the proof of this lemma all vertices and edges we consider will
always be completely contained in Bε. First assume that there exists an
ε-atypical `-set L. Recall that this means that dpL,Bpk`qq ¡ ε  |B|k` so in
view of (6) and ε1 ! ε we can find two disjoint pk  `q-sets extending it to
an edge, each containing an ε-typical set, which would prove the lemma.
So we may assume that all `-sets in Bp`qε are ε-typical. We infer from the
minimum degree condition that Bε contains a single edge, which proves the
lemma in the case that n is an odd multiple of k  ` and for the rest of the
proof we assume that n is an even multiple of k  `.
Assume for a moment that `  1. Recall that in this case any pk2q-set in
B in the extremal hypegraph Xk,`pnq is contained in one edge. Consequently,
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the minimum degree condition implies that any pk  2q-set in Bε extends
to at least two edges on Bε. Fix some edge e in Bε; any other edge on Bε
has to intersect e in at least two vertices or the lemma would hold. Consider
any pair of disjoint pk  2q-sets K and M in Bε r e to see that of the four
edges they extend to, there is a pair which is either disjoint or intersect in
one vertex, proving the lemma for the case `  1.
Now assume that ` ¡ 1. In this case the minimum degree condition implies
that any pk  2q-set in Bε extends to at least one edge on Bε. Again, fix
some edge e in Bε; any other edge on Bε has to intersect e in at least one
vertex or the lemma would hold. Applying the minimum degree condition to
all pk 2q-sets disjoint from e implies that one vertex v P e is contained in at
least
 
|Bε|
k2
{p2k2q edges. We now consider the pk1q-uniform link hypergraph
of v on Bε. Since any two edges intersecting in ` 1 vertices would finish
the proof of the lemma, we may assume that there are no such pair of edges.
However, a result of Frankl and Fu¨redi [3, Theorem 2.2] guarantees that this
pk  1q-uniform hypergraph without an intersection of size ` 1 contains at
most
 
|Bε|
k`1

edges, a contradiction. 
The following lemma will allow us to handle the vertices in Vε.
Lemma 11. Let U  Bε with |U | ¤ 4kϑ. There exists a family P1, . . . ,Pvε
of disjoint `-paths of size two, each of which is disjoint from U such that for
all i P rvεs
|V pPiq X Vε|  1 and |V pPiq XBε|  2k  ` 1,
and both ends of Pi are ε-typical sets.
Proof. Let Vε  tx1, . . . , xvεu. We will iteratively pick the paths. Assume we
have already chosen `-paths P1, . . . ,Pi1 containing the vertices v1, . . . , vi1
and satisfying the lemma. Let U 1 be the set of all vertices in U or in one of
those `-paths. From vi R Bε we get
dpvi, Bpk1qε q ¥ dpvi, Bq  |B rBε| 
 |B|
k  2


¥ ε2

bε
k  1


.
From (6) we get that at most k`ε1
 
bε
k1

sets in Bpk1qε contain at least one
ε-atypical `-set. Also, less than pε{8q  bεk1 sets in Bpk1qε contain one of the
vertices of U 1. In total, at least pε{4q  bεk1 of the Bpk1qε -sets form an edge
with vi. So we may pick two edges e and f in V p1qε Bpk1qε that contain the
vertex vi and intersect in ` vertices. In particular, these edges form an `-path
of size two as required by the lemma. 
We can now proceed with the proof of Lemma 5. Recall that we want to
prove the existence of an `-path Q in H with ends L0 and L1 and a partition
A Y B  pV rQq Y L0 Y L1
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satisfying properties (i )–(iv ) of Lemma 5. Set q  |AXBε|. We will split
the construction of the `-path Q into two cases, depending on whether q  0
or not.
First, suppose that q ¡ 0. In the following, we denote by U the set of
vertices of all edges and `-paths chosen so far. Note that we will always
have |U | ¤ 20kϑn and hence we will be in position to apply Corollary 8. We
use Lemma 9 to obtain paths Q1, . . . ,Q2q 2 and then we apply Lemma 11
to obtain `-paths P1, . . . ,Pvε . Every path Qi, for i P r2q   2s, contains
3k  2` 1 vertices from Bε and one from Aε, while every Pj , for j P rvεs,
contains 2k  ` 1 from Bε and one from Vε.
As the ends of all these paths are ε-typical, we apply Corollary 8 (a )
repeatedly to connect them to one `-path P. In each of the vε   2q   1
steps of connecting two `-paths, we used one vertex from Aε and 2k  3` 1
vertices from Bε. Overall, we have that
|V pPq XAε|  vε   4q   3,
as well as
|V pPq XBε|  p4k  4` 2qvε   p5k  5` 2qp2q   2q  p2k  3` 1q.
Furthermore |V pPq| ¤ 10kϑb.
Using the identities aε   bε   vε  n and aε   q   vε  a, we will now
establish property (i ) of Lemma 5. Set spPq  p2k  2` 1q|Aε r V pPq| 
|Bε r V pPq|  2`, so
spPq  p2k  2` 1q|Aε r V pPq|  |Bε r V pPq|  2`
 p2k  2` 1qpaε  pvε   4q   3qq  bε
  p4k  4` 2qvε   p5k  5` 2qp2q   2q  p2k  3` 1q  2`
 p2k  2` 1qaε  bε   p2k  2` 1qvε   2pk  `qq   2k  3`
 2pk  `qpaε   vε   q   1q  n `
 2pk  `qpa  1q  n `.
If n{pk  `q is even, spPq  ` (see (2)) and we set Q  P. Otherwise
spPq  k 2` and we use Corollary 8 (b ) to append one edge to P to obtain
Q. It is easy to see that one application of Corollary 8 (b ) decreases spPq
by k  `. Setting A  Aε r V pQq and B  pBε r V pQqq YL0 YL1 we get
from spQq  ` that A and B satisfy (i ).
Now, suppose that q  0. Apply Lemma 11 to obtain `-paths P1, . . . ,Pvε .
If B  Bε, apply Lemma 10 to obtain one or two more `-paths contained in
Bε. We apply Corollary 8 (a ) repeatedly to connect them to one `-path P.
Since q  0, we have that Bε  B and aε   vε  |V rBε|  a  |B rBε|.
We can assume without loss of generality that Vε  ∅, otherwise just take
Vε  tvu for an arbitrary v P V pHq. If B  Bε let x be 2pk  `q or k  `
depending on whether n is an odd or even multiple of k  `; otherwise let
x  0. With similar calculations as before and the same definition of spPq
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we get that
spPq  2pk  `qa  x  2pk  `q|B rBε|  n `  ` mod pk  `q.
Extend the `-path P to an `-path Q by adding spPq `kl edges using Corol-
lary 8 (b ). Thus spQq  `, and we get (i ) as in the previous case.
In both cases, we will now use the properties of the constructed `-path
Q to show (ii )–(iv ). We will use that vpQq ¤ 20kϑb, which follows from
the construction. Since A  Aε, for all v P A we have dpv,Bpk1qq ¥
p1 εqBpk1q. Thus
dpv,Bpk1q q ¥ dpv,Bpk1qq  |B rB|
|B|  1
k  2


¥ p1 2εq
 |B|
k  1


,
which shows (ii ).
For (iii ), Lemma 7 yields for all vertices v P B  Bε that
dpv,Ap1qε Bpk2qε q  
k  1
2 dpv,B
pk1q
ε q ¥ p1 δq |Aε|
|Bε|  1
k  2


.
The second term on the left can be bounded from above by 2kε
 
bε
k1

. So,
as δ, ε ! % and aε  |A| ! %|A| as well as bε  |B| ! %|B|, we can
conclude (iii ).
By Lemma 7, we know that
dpL0, Ap1qε Bpk1qε q, dpL1, Ap1qε Bpk1qε q ¥ p1 δqaε

bε  `
k  ` 1


.
As δ ! % and aε  |A| ! %|A| as well as bε  |B| ! %|B|, we can
conclude (iv ).
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